A new soft x-ray (SXR) T e and tomography diagnostic has been developed for MST that can be used for simultaneous SXR spectrum measurement, tomographically reconstructed emissivity, and reconstructed and line-of-sight electron temperature. The diagnostic utilizes high-performance differential transimpedance amplifiers (gain 10 5 −10 9 ) to provide fast time response (up to 125 kHz), allowing for the study of plasma structure dynamics. SXR double-foil T e measurements are consistent with Thomson scattering. SXR brightness through a variety of filter thicknesses has been combined with charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) impurity density measurements to determine the plasma energy spectrum. Magnetic pickup from the fluctuating magnetic fields in the plasma (B ∼ 20 gauss at 10-20 kHz) has been dramatically reduced by improving the detector and housing design, so that nanoampere diode currents are now measured without interference from the substantial fluctuating magnetic field incident on the plasma facing surface of the probe.
I. INTRODUCTION
Soft x-ray (SXR) bremsstrahlung brightness measurements have been tomographically reconstructed into emissivity maps, for example on the MST and RFX reversed field pinch experiments, to study the evolution of magnetic islands. [1] [2] [3] Moreover, the double-foil ratio technique can be applied to brightness or emissivity measurements to calculate electron temperature (T e ). 4 The double-foil technique has been used on RFX and NSTX for single-point and radial T e profile measurements. [5] [6] [7] A SXR diagnostic has been developed for MST that provides multiple SXR measurement capabilities in a single instrument by combining four detectors at different poloidal angles for tomographic reconstruction of emissivity with pairs of sight-lines sharing two different beryllium filters for double-foil temperature measurements. 8 Additionally, the double-foil technique applied to reconstructed emissivities generates a 2D poloidal map of T e . A previous SXR diagnostic on MST made tomographic measurements of emissivity, but reconstructed T e measurements were limited by the diagnostic geometry. 9, 10 Finally, the new double-foil diagnostic is capable of determining the gross features of the SXR spectrum. The diagnostic has fast time response (up to 125 kHz), and average chord separation of ∼10 cm, facilitating the study of plasma structure dynamics. This paper describes results from commissioning the first detector in the new SXR T e and tomography diagnostic. Section II describes the first full diameter profile T e measure- ment on MST and validates the direct-brightness technique by comparing with Thomson scattering T e . Section III presents a method to, for the first time, measure the energy spectrum of the plasma by combining the SXR brightness with impurity density measurements from the CHERS diagnostic. Finally, Sec. IV identifies a sensitivity to magnetic pickup that resulted from the new, low-noise performance of the diagnostic's fully differential architecture and describes the thick-walled tellurium copper housing required to successfully shield it out at amplifications up to 10 8 .
II. PROFILE T e MEASUREMENT
Full diameter T e profiles during high-current improved confinement plasmas are measured for the first time using a single prototype SXR detector. The prototype detector is a fan of 10 unique lines-of-sight centered at the magnetic axis, with pairs of detectors looking at each chord through 408 μm and 800 μm Be foils. The diagnostic is located 22
• below the midplane and points toward the magnetic axis, generating a nearly vertical profile measurement in the poloidal plane. Figure 1 plots the temperature as a function of normalized impact parameter (p), the minimum distance from the chord to the magnetic center of MST, where negative impact parameter is below the midplane. The data have been averaged over a 0.5 ms window to provide an equilibrium profile.
The temperature is calculated using the T e (R) equation, which relates the ratio of two filtered signals to the temperature of the plasma assuming bremsstrahlung radiation, and is described in Ref. 11 . Uncertainty in the temperature measurement is calculated by propagating the root-mean-square of bandwidth-filtered electronic noise (err f ) in the thin and thick filter signals ( f ) through the T e calculation using the mean of
This error is then combined with a systematic uncertainty in T e of ∼2%, arising from uncertainty in filter thickness and numerical variation of the T e calculation. Although the Thomson scattering measurement is not currently available for direct comparison, it is possible to compare with similar previous shots. Figure 2 plots T e measured using Thomson scattering for another shot also at the time of maximum SXR emission with the same plasma current, reversal parameter, electron density, and magnetic mode activity. Thomson scattering T e is plotted against normalized vertical distance below the midplane. Comparison of the two measurements shows good agreement in both amplitude and profile shape. Reconstruction of the magnetic flux surfaces for both shots is planned so that the profiles can be compared directly. Energy spectrum as a function of filter 1/e cutoff energy as measured by the SXR T e diagnostic. The spectrum combines four similar shots and is representative of a 500 kA improved confinement plasma, with shared plot symbols for filters from the same shot. Shot-to-shot variation in impurity ion density has been normalized using the CHERS Al 11+ measurement. For each filter, the percent transmission at 2.3 keV (recombination radiation step) is shown. SXR filters <400 μm are susceptible to measuring nonbremsstrahlung contributions.
III. MEASUREMENT OF THE BREMSSTRAHLUNG ENERGY SPECTRUM
Measurements of SXR brightness through multiple filters are used to determine the SXR energy spectrum of the plasma. The SXR diagnostic measures through two filters in a single shot, so four similar shots are combined for eight filter samples. Figure 3 shows the energy spectrum measured by the SXR diagnostic in the core of MST averaged over 0.5 ms, where the spectrum is normalized for variation in electron density. The CHERS diagnostic measures the Al 11+ density for each shot. 12 Al ions are present in the plasma due to the Al walls of the MST vacuum vessel. For the first time, the Al 11+ measurement is used to normalize shot-to-shot variation in impurity density as well. The solid line represents the electron temperature measured with the SXR T e diagnostic through the thickest pair of foils (408, 800 μm), assuming pure bremsstrahlung emission. Dashed lines represent uncertainty in T e . The number below each point represents the percent transmission through the filter at 2.3 keV (the highest energy aluminum recombination step in the SXR sensitivity range). This provides an indication of the non-bremsstrahlung contribution to the spectrum. For filter thicknesses ≥400 μm, non-bremsstrahlung radiation does not affect the spectrum. Using this analysis, an optimal set of Be filters has been selected to minimize Al contamination in the SXR emission measurement.
IV. DIAGNOSTIC OPTIMIZATION TO REDUCE MAGNETIC PICKUP
When MST is configured so that the reversal surface occurs at the edge of the plasma, the n = 5 magnetic mode becomes dominant and develops a quasi-single helicity structure. 13 Although the mode typically stops rotating when it has saturated, the velocity during the growth phase ranges from 5 to 30 kHz, depending on plasma conditions. This large amplitude oscillating magnetic field can induce a current in Power spectra of the non-x-ray contribution for a central diode in the prototype SXR diagnostic. The original thin-walled aluminum design showed magnetic pickup around 15 kHz when the plasma was rotating (dashed green), which disappeared when the plasma locked (dashed-dotted orange). Design improvements, including thick-walled copper housing, now effectively shield out magnetic pickup (solid black).
nearby electronics that are not well shielded. Figure 4 shows the power spectrum of the prototype SXR T e and tomography diagnostic for three shots. In all three shots, the diagnostic pinhole is covered (or "blanked") so that no x-rays can reach the detectors. The first two shots show the impact of magnetic pickup on the original detector design. When the plasma is not rotating (dotted-dashed line), the spectrum is quite flat and reflects the electronic noise floor of the system. However, when the plasma is rotating (dashed line), a peak appears in the spectrum around 15 kHz. This signal has a constant phase relative to a nearby wall-mounted magnetic pickup coil between 12 and 17 kHz, confirming that it is indeed magnetic pickup.
The differential nature of the SXR signals and use of shielded twisted-pair wire eliminate common mode pickup from the external portions of the diagnostic, so two approaches were taken to minimize pickup right at the detectors: the detector board was redesigned to minimize loops of enclosed area, and the probe housing was made out of thick copper to reduceB penetration inside the probe housing. Loops of enclosed area were reduced by a factor of 5 by designing a 5-layer printed circuit board for the diodes and improving the signal cable interface. Additionally, excellent pickup mitigation has been achieved by dramatically increasing the thickness of the housing wall and changing the material to tellurium copper (C145 alloy). The Cu probe housing has a wall thickness of 4 mm (compared to the original 1.75 mm thick Al walls), and has a 0.25 mm coating of molybdenum on the plasma-facing components to reduce sputtering, leading to 10 4 expected reduction in current density on the inner surface of the housing (at 15 kHz).
The third trace in Figure 4 (solid) shows the power spectrum using the new design and amplification 10 8 for a similar plasma. In this case, the plasma has an n = 5 dominant mode rotating at 16 kHz during the FFT window. The copper probe data now show no evidence of magnetic pickup. In general, the final design has eliminated measurable pickup for most plasmas at gains of 10 5 −10 8 . At 10 9 gain, pickup is only detected in plasmas with very large rotating magnetic structures, and its amplitude has been dramatically reduced.
